DataGuardian Assistance Program
Hassle-free data security in your application

Why worry about the sensitive data your product operates with?
Recent changes in legislation (GDPR, DPA), growing threat landscape, and the increasing
number of the ways to commercially exploit data leaks, turn all the personal data into sensitive
data. Making the right decisions about data security is hard and actually implementing them is
burdensome.

How can you secure the data of your users?
The one-time, flat-fee consulting service, DataGuardian Assistance Program by
Cossack Labs provides all the necessary tools and expertise you will need to
eliminate your risks.

What is this DataGuardian Assistance Program (DGAP)?
We will help you understand the practical data security risks your application is facing, set the
correct design goals for security functions, and assist with their implementation. Using the
tools and recommendations that we provide, your engineers will be able to deploy and verify
the implementation of data security controls in your product in a straightforward way, as well
as and ensure their consistent work in the future.

Why us?
It takes more than getting cryptographic code to compile to secure sensitive data. Our core
team is people with decade-long experience in designing and implementing encryption-based
security and security systems in high-risk industries. We created Cossack Labs to build security
tools for other engineers and developers and to enable greater data security in software
products, without weighting their creators down with management of sophisticated
cryptographic implementations.
DataGuardian Assistance Program allows your developers to develop what they’ve been
actually hired to do. Cossack Labs will take care of the security.
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What’s inside the DataGuardian Assistance Program (DGAP)?
 Goals: Threat modelling to set goals for a security system, including with
compliance demands, best practices, and bleeding edge risk essentials.
 Review: Architecture and development process evaluation that results in a
customised set of recommendations on implementation of security functions.
 Change: Advice on implementing security functions within your app.
 Implementation: Support during the implementation process.
 Verification: Assistance in verification of the implemented security functions.
 Moving further: Personalised guidelines and checklists for preserving system’s
security during the further development processes.

Who is DGAP aimed at?
Our program is most helpful for mobile and web-based products, as well as multiplatform distributed applications. If you run software-based product or service which
operates with personal data of clients – we can help you make that data secure.

How to get started?
Leave your email on DGAP service page or write us at sales@cossacklabs.com.
We will promptly get in touch to ask you a number of questions about your product.
After that, we will recommend a fine-tuned security assistance scheme which will best
help your product operate on the sensitive data securely.

About Cossack Labs
We are a London-based British company, with R&D office in Kyiv, Ukraine.
We develop powerful, easy-to-use data security tools for software developers,
empowering organisations to safeguard against security incidents and breaches.
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